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Abstract: The role of hydrogen as a clean energy source is a promising but also a contentious issue.
The global energy production is currently characterized by an unprecedented shift to renewable
energy sources (RES) and their technologies. However, the local and environmental benefits of such
RES-based technologies show a wide variety of technological maturity, with a common mismatch
to local RES stocks and actual utilization levels of RES exploitation. In this literature review, the
collected documents taken from the Scopus database using relevant keywords have been organized
in homogeneous clusters, and are accompanied by the registration of the relevant studies in the form
of one figure and one table. In the second part of this review, selected representations of typical
hydrogen energy system (HES) installations in realistic in-field applications have been developed.
Finally, the main concerns, challenges and future prospects of HES against a multi-parametric level
of contributing determinants have been critically approached and creatively discussed. In addition,
key aspects and considerations of the HES-RES convergence are concluded.

Keywords: hydrogen energy system (HES); renewable energy sources (RES); clusters; bibliometric
analysis; environment; hydrogen efficiency; greenhouse gases (GHGs) emissions; household sector;
hydrogen case studies

1. Introduction

Globally, the development of economic activities is associated with a great interest in
energy-consuming services and the subsequent increase of fuel consumption. However,
this fuel demand is commonly followed by high and unregulated carbon dioxide emission,
which is the main source generator of the greenhouse gas (GHG) effect. Fossil fuels (mainly
in the forms of petroleum, natural gas and coal) are experiencing accelerated consumption
and stock depletion, despite meeting today’s global energy demand. Such combustion
products are the main contributors to environmental problems and uncontrollable climate
changes, thus threatening the global environmental safety and sustainability. Among
feasible and realistic solutions to these global problems are those which have been pro-
posed by engineers and scientists who agree to replace the existing fossil-fueled energy
systems by the hydrogen energy system (HES). Subsequently, hydrogen can be fed to
fuel energy-consuming services in order to improve energy security and simultaneously
control the GHG effect [1–3]. A plausible hydrogen energy system, which includes its
resources, production technologies, storage, fuel-tank, dispensing and utilization, can be
primarily analyzed for urban services, but it remains underdeveloped or sparsely studied
in alignment with the renewable energy sources (RES). Hydrogen can be characterized as
an efficient and clean fuel. Technological advantages are that the hydrogen combustion is
neither a GHG producer nor a generator of ozone-layer-depleting chemicals. Moreover,
hydrogen combustion does not generate acid rain ingredients or air pollution. It is also
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noteworthy that hydrogen produced from RES can develop a stable and permanent energy
system that is never subject to future changes or modular modifications.

In the following sections of this literature review, a classification of HES-collected
studies was developed into five fields (Section 2), followed by a critical overview of the
operation characteristics and the technological synergies developed between HES and RES
(Section 3). Moreover, the main key aspects, considerations and future prospects of HES
and RES convergence are discussed in the Conclusions section (Section 4).

2. Methods and Analysis
Clusters of Hydrogen Energy Systems (HES) and Renewable Energy Sources (RES)

While in the global literature there is a large number of studies focused on HES and
RES, the convergence fields of HES and RES have been sparsely investigated or scientifically
framed. In response to this research topic, an extensive literature review on both the key
phrases HES and RES was undertaken in the first half of the year 2023, in the Scopus
database. The historical time of publication dates back to the year 2008 onwards. Then, the
collected studies were grouped into the following fields of classification: (a) simulation
tests, (b) optimization models and mathematical analyses, (c) experimental pilot industrial
and in-field processes including electrolyzer utilities, (d) literature reviews and publication
taxonomies of HES, and (e) convergence topics of photovoltaic and hydrogen energy
systems. The studies contained in these clusters were grouped and represented in the
form of Table 1, following the classifications of (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). These were
collectively represented only in terms of the referencing/citing data collected from a reverse
chronological order of publication, without an explanatory text of each one citation listed,
due to high conceptual dispersal and heterogeneity of the collected citations. In cases where
there arose common fields of classification overlapping among the five determined groups,
then the relevant citation was positioned with the classification of the closest conceptual
or operation affinity compared to the others. In such a way, all five classifications are
presented as follows:

Table 1. Classifications a, b, c, d, and e: HES and RES overview in the classification/cluster of:
(a) “simulation tests”, (b) “optimization models and mathematical analyses”, (c) experimental pilot
industrial and in-field processes including the electrolyzer utilities, (d) literature reviews and publica-
tion taxonomies of HES, and (e) convergence topics of photovoltaic and hydrogen energy systems.

Classification # Reference
#

Number of Citations in
Absolute Numbers or as
Percentage of the Total
Citations Collected %

Intensity Rations (Per Basis
of the Lowest-Documented

Field of Cluster #a)

a

Lu et al., 2023; Çiçek, 2023; Ren et al., 2023; Virji et al., 2020;
Maghami et al., 2020; Parra et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2018; Rosen
and Koohi-Fayegh, 2016; Özden and Tari, 2015; Lanjewar et al.,

2014; Contreras and Posso, 2011
[4–14]

11 or 16.7% 2.75

b

Wang et al., 2023; Zhao et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2023; Alanazi
et al., 2022; Dong et al., 2022; Schrotenboer et al., 2022; Marocco

et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021; Onwe et al.,
2020; Manilov, 2019; Zhang et al., 2019a; Zhang et al., 2019b;
Alavi et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2017; Lacko et al., 2014; Patricio

et al., 2012; Aguado et al., 2009
[15–32]

18 or 27.3% 4.50

c

Acar et al., 2023; Karaca and Dincer, 2023; Lin and Li, 2023;
Alex et al., 2022; Ibrahim et al., 2022 Balasubramanian et al.,

2021; Endo et al., 2021; Endo et al., 2020a; Endo et al., 2020b; Li
et al., 2020; Yilmaz, 2020; Sorgulu and Dincer, 2018; Kalinci

et al., 2017; Ewan et al., 2016; Khalid et al., 2016; Maleki et al.,
2016; Balabel and Zaky, 2011; Bendaikha et al., 2011; Chao and
Shieh, 2011; Kikkinides, 2011; Gabriel García Clúa et al., 2008

[33–53]

21 or 31.8% 5.25
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Table 1. Cont.

Classification # Reference
#

Number of Citations in
Absolute Numbers or as
Percentage of the Total
Citations Collected %

Intensity Rations (Per Basis
of the Lowest-Documented

Field of Cluster #a)

d

Cheng et al., 2023; Blanco et al., 2022; Sezgin et al., 2022; Temiz
and Dincer, 2022; Yue et al., 2021; Martin et al., 2020; Valente

et al., 2019; Valente et al., 2017; Zini and Tartarini, 2012; Rosen,
2012; Noyan, 2011; Li et al., 2011

[54–65]

12 or 18.2% 3.00

e
Yamamoto and Ushifusa, 2022; Deng et al., 2021; Budak and

Devrim, 2020; Shiroudi et al., 2013
[66–69]

4 or 6.0% 1.00

Total references 66 or 100%

According to the literature search outcomes, as presented in Table 1 above, the total
number of citations collected for all five clusters is 66, which was further allocated per
each cluster in absolute and percentage numbers, as it is shown in column 3, above. This
percentage numbering revealed the research focus of a cluster topic compared to the other
four. Similarly, the absolute number of citations revealed the least- and most-reported
clustering topics, showing that cluster e has the lowest number of citations and cluster c
has the most literature studied in the field. Therefore, taking “1” as the number of citations
(4 citations) for the least-reported cluster 1, then a calculation of “intensity rations” (column
4 of Table 1) enabled the quantification of the relevant research dynamics for each cluster in
terms of the citations collected for each cluster. Indeed, based on the aforesaid clustering of
the collected citations, it can be concluded that the order of literature interest and research
focus was observed as follows (in descending order):

Clusters: c > b > d > a > e, implying that there are also two subtle peaks in research
interests, coupled in the following way:

Cluster c, similar to b, followed by cluster d, similar to a. Taking into consideration the
above findings, the most popular fields of HES-RES investigation can be denoted as that
of experimental–pilot industrial and in-field processes, including the electrolyzer utilities,
together with analyses focused on optimization (including mathematical) models. The
second most popular group/pair of fields of HES-RES investigation is that of literature
reviews and publication taxonomies of HES, together with the cluster of simulation tests.
However, there is little literature interest demonstrated for the convergence topics of PVs
and HES. However, the aforementioned argument is not bold and affirmative, since research
into “channeling and diffusion” has been reported among the five selected clusters, but
the critical point here is that all observable and traceable literature production of HES-RES
can be categorized with certainty and taxonomized into one of the aforementioned five
clusters proposed.

Based on the descriptive statistics of Table 1 and taking as the basis of comparison
the lowest number of references (four references in total were reported in class e), five
intensity ratios were calculated (in the right-hand column of Table 1) in order to arrive
at some remarks and draw important conclusions that are hidden when first confronting
these clusters which developed. Indeed, based on the intensity ratios, it can be further
inferred that the clusters a (2.75) and d (3.00) refer predominately to approaches of bridging
HES and RES, which, between them, have almost equal intensity scores. However, the
most attractive cluster c (5.25), which is that of “experimental, pilot, industrial and in-
field processes” is of particular interest among researchers, mainly due to its practical
utility and problem-solving orientation compared to the other four clusters. This said, it
cannot be ignored that insightful remarks and novel knowledge are also disclosed in the
more “theoretically oriented” clusters. Therefore, a synergistic and balanced—rather than
an antagonistic or detached/mutually autonomous—approach to both the practical and
theoretical clusters is realistic, plausible and recommended.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Results of the Bibliometric Analysis

Based on the information collected and classified in this literature review, from Table 1
above, the quantitative information and the relative strength of the five corresponding
derived clusters are presented in Figure 1.
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Based on Figure 1, it can be argued that the clusters b and c, “optimization models
and mathematical analyses” and “experimental, pilot, industrial and in-field processes”
attract the research interest of almost 60% of the total references linking HES and RES. This
result is not surprising since the primary role of HES and RES convergence is to establish
practical and problem-solving priorities rather than the rather theoretical attribution of the
other three clusters a, d, and e.

The research target and the novelty of this literature review is to reveal the research
focus on HES publications regarding the contribution of RES technologies. Such studies of
HES-powered technology illustrated the increasing importance of hydrogen in contempo-
rary energy power systems, following the adoption of selected technological procedures
and those energy-planning criteria for screening the yearly evolution of publications. Such
publications investigated different hydrogen power-system applications within the last
three decades, as well as the percentage distribution, as shown in Figure 1.

Based on these research studies, it is noteworthy that research into HES-RES contains
energy-storage information in terms of storage materials and tanks, as well as an opera-
tional/system overview. The key aspects of energy storage in c pointed to an increasing
trend in research effort, due to a high level of interest, owing to the rapid development of
material engineering, followed by studies on HES for transportation. Less research activity
has been focused on applications of power-to-gas and co- and tri-generation, though these
are rapidly emerging fields for advantageous research activities in the coming future [58].

Another critical finding of this literature review is the time evolution of research
studies regarding the different and multifaceted HES-RES contexts. In particular, the
searched findings included issues of cost, efficiency, durability, feasibility and effectiveness
of mature technologies or fast-developing HES with scalability caliber. While research
on techno-economic and efficiency interest has attracted the most interest in HES, other
fields of investigation are those of durability and lifetime infrastructure. This research
emphasis has developed especially in the last two decades of research. A challenging topic
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for future technological orientation is the durability of powered HES, but it still falls behind
in reaching the satisfactory level/full scale of diagnostic, prognostic and fault-tolerant
control functioning [58].

3.2. Overview of Selected Hydrogen Applications
3.2.1. HES–RES in Practice

When approaching the technologies involved in hydrogen production from RES,
besides the apparent environmental advantages of a highly efficient and clean fuel (no
GHG contributor, no chemicals causing ozone depletion), it cannot be ignored that the
RES technologies (e.g., solar, wind) are leading to permanent and fixed energy systems
that cannot later change to include other RES types which we are interested in [70]. In
this context, the results of the review developed above are suitable and significant for a
wide spectrum of literature-oriented approaches toward RES utility among various HES.
Among these, the electrifying transportation sector, which is a promising approach to
alleviating climate change issues arising from increased emissions, is noteworthy [71]. In
this study, the examined HES can produce hydrogen, using RES, for the transportation
sector (in buses). In this case, the electricity demanded for hydrogen production is harvested
from the electrolysis of water, covered by RES. Moreover, fuel cells can use hydrogen to
power the bus, while an HES exergy analysis referred to a steady-state model of the
processes for which exergy efficiencies were calculated for all subsystems. Therefore, those
subsystems showing the highest proportion of irreversibility were identified and compared.
An exergetic efficiency of 12.74% for the PV panel, 45% for the wind turbine, 67% for the
electrolysis, and 40% for the fuel cells was reported [71].

Depending on the production process and the selected (energy planning-based) energy
source, the obtained hydrogen can be classified as grey, blue, or green, as shown in Figure 2.
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As shown in Figure 2, the grey-hydrogen type is hydrogen produced from steam
methane reforming and thermal cracking [72]. As is also shown in Figure 2, the main CO2
production is reported through methane steam reforming, which can be further collected
and stored safely in containers in the form of CO2 vapors. Natural gas, biogas, and syngas
can also produce hydrogen that is categorized as blue hydrogen, where the CO2 gases
formed cannot be stored, and will be released into the atmosphere. Blue hydrogen, which is
produced from natural gas, unlike grey hydrogen, is capable of significantly reducing CO2
emissions and simultaneously capturing and reusing carbon. As observed in Figure 2, both
grey- and blue-hydrogen production processes generate CO2 as the by-product, but in the
case of green-hydrogen production technologies, zero carbon emissions are also apparent.
While solar and wind technologies have been utilized to produce green hydrogen, there are
other catalytic-reforming technologies of sound capability for producing green hydrogen.
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Among them, biomass gasification and nuclear thermal/chemical pathways can potentially
reduce carbon emissions. Because of this, major challenges such as production technology
costs, system durability, reliability, infrastructure, and safety are issues of consideration [72].
It is roughly estimated from the life-cycle assessment that hydrogen production through
biomass gasification contributes less GHG emission (405–896.61 g CO2/kg H2) compared
to wind-driven electrolysis (600–970 g CO2/kg H2) [72]. However, biomass gasification
has not been scaled up so far, and thus it can be expected that its input into global energy
production will help to attain its full potential in the near future [72]. Furthermore, higher
moisture content, low hydrogen production, and high operating costs are major constraints
associated with biomass gasification. On the other hand, the solar- and wind-powered
electrolysis techniques were proven to be well-established renewable sources for producing
hydrogen through electrolysis [72].

The schematic of the solar–hydrogen hybrid storage system (HESS) for the case study
of a house is given in Figure 3. The experimental structure of such an analysis considers a
house which is remote from the national power grid with a meteorological solar/wind mea-
surement tower in order to collect data used in the relevant case study. The meteorological
measurement system can collect 10 min of data for average solar irradiance, solar duration,
wind speed and direction, air temperature and pressure and also relative humidity. The
desired characteristics of such an installation are devoted to providing uninterrupted power
to houses at any time of the year through the suitable solar-HES.
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A diagrammatic structure of a wind–hydrogen energy system, with its elements and
some of their characteristics and relationships, are all shown in Figure 3. The projected
HESS can transform the energy into a storable product, hydrogen [32]. This transformation
process uses water electrolysis and the compression of hydrogen for storing. A technical
limitation of the hydrogen tank is its finite capacity. Moreover, the latest transformation
process is reforming hydrogen into ready-to-be distributed and sold energy. The pricing
of energy selling is related to the energy-storage system through which energy can be
sold when prices rise due to a demand increase [32]. Apart from the concurring energy
losses due to inefficiencies in the processes of transformation and recovery, there is also
the limitation of the cost of the hydrogen equipment required. The extreme fluctuations
reported for energy prices depend on whether (or not) the amount to be sold has been
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pre-committed (the day before). In the case of the price of pre-commitment, this is a higher
value, but if the agreed amount is ultimately not supplied, then a penalty is paid. When
more than the agreed amount is supplied, then the surplus has a lower price [32].

Besides the aforementioned constraint of finite storage of the hydrogen tank, other
operational constraints of different system elements are the existence of a maximum ca-
pacity for transforming the energy into hydrogen, as well as a finite power limit, that is,
a maximum amount of energy that can be dumped into the grid (and then sold) for each
time unit. Another limitation is the inefficiency in the processes of transformation and
recovery, since for these processes energy output is less than energy input [32]. Because of
this, modelling optimization is needed to determine the proper hydrogen storage capacity
for the system’s optimization. When selecting from among different tank-size situations,
it is noteworthy that storage tank capacity (a) is needed to transform the energy curve
into a constant curve through time, and (b) is needed for storage of energy that has been
produced above the power limit to dump it into the network again when the production is
below the power limit [32].

For an HESS, the simulation design is a key factor, taking into consideration also the
constraint of missing data for continuous yearly consumption measurements, whereas
measurements are subject to daily and seasonal variations of power consumption in houses.
Indeed, energy consumption decreases, since the households are at sleep from sunset and
midnight and up until the next morning, where the fuel cell stack is the only available power
source in the hybrid system. Regarding seasonal variation, higher energy consumption
is reported in winter (the most in-house occupation) than in summer [73]. Regarding the
HESS, it is noted that the hydrogen amount in the storage tank decreases from November
to February, followed by an increase from March to May, thus shaping repeating hydrogen
cycles (second-year cycles) with an arrangement of solar panels and some decades of the
cubic meters of storage tanks given. Between June and October there is a full storage tank of
hydrogen, showing very little oscillations around the full capacity. Therefore, the decrease
and increase in the hydrogen in the storage tank occurs at fewer times of the year, and the
hydrogen storage tank stays at almost full capacity for more time of the year. Moreover,
changing the volume of the storage tank, therefore, means that the hydrogen cycle in the
storage tank changes even though all the other HESS components are kept as they are [73].
The most critical specifications of storage tanks are those of weight, volume, and cost of
the cryogenic or high-pressure tanks. Furthermore, the energy efficiency of compressing
or liquefying the hydrogen can be also considered. It is also important to signify those
pressure tank specifications in future designs which are oriented for concrete/modular
applications [70].

From a generalized perspective, the findings of this literature review revealed an
imperative need for advances in integrating hydrogen into power systems to be gradually
approached in a synergistic way over recent years, ranging from production and storage
to re-electrification and safety issues [58]. Therefore, while extensive descriptions of the
existing progress can be the research focus of other studies, this literature review reported
the need to seek to characterize the current progress in HES-RES integration through
novel methods.

3.2.2. HES and Electrolyzer Efficiency

In the relevant literature [49], the general process that researchers follow in order to
understand in a comprehensive way the effects of the space between the two electrodes on
the rate of hydrogen production, among the different gaps examined, was demonstrated.
Loss in mass increase is observed with voltage increase, under the condition of a constant
space between the two electrodes. The resulting increase in the percentage mass lost due
to the increase in the voltage is attributed to the increase in electrical current. During
relevant experimental tests, the pair of electrodes can be exposed to a PV generator with
low voltages of 2–5 V. When testing different concentrations of electrolyte solution, then,
the percentage water mass lost during a specified time is measurable and the corresponding
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electrolyzer efficiency is calculated using the mass ratio of the hydrogen in a single molar
mass of water [49]. Subsequently, voltage input and the gap between the electrodes play a
determining role in the overall performance of the water electrolysis unit. Higher hydrogen
production rates are achievable at a closer space between the electrodes, as well as at
higher voltage input. Maximum electrolyzer efficiency is realistic for a smaller gap between
electrodes, coupled with a specified input voltage value within the designed range [49]. A
decrease in space between the pair of electrodes results in lowering the percentage of water
mass loss, which increases due to the resulting decrease in electrical resistance between the
electrodes, and thus leads to an increase in the electrical current. Hydrogen production rate
increase, and thus energy efficiency increase, is due to the decrease in the space between the
electrodes (small gaps between the pair of electrodes) being noticeable at higher degrees
of input voltage, up to a specified input voltage; then, efficiency decreases by the further
increase in the input voltage [49]. Figure 4 illustrates the schematic flow chart for hydrogen
production. In the first stage, the electricity is generated from a hybrid renewable source
(that is, a combination of wind turbine and solar PV), and then an electrolyzer is used in the
second stage. In the electrolyzer, water is split into hydrogen gas as the principal product,
while oxygen gas is released and generated as a by-product. Subsequently, hydrogen
gas is passed through a compressor for storage purposes. Such compressed hydrogen
can be transported in order to be utilized for commercial purposes. In operational terms,
an electricity shortfall of hybrid solar and wind electricity is certainly affected by the
electrolyzer-produced green hydrogen.
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As depicted in Figure 4, above, the RES-based hydrogen hybrid system, which in the
literature is referred to also as a hybrid renewable energy system (HRES), has proven a
feasible solution to address the issues related to individual energy sources [72]. Usually, a
typical hybrid green-energy system uses various RES, such as wind and solar, as shown in
Figure 5.
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The benefits of HRES rely on multiple RES that are able to supply consistent and
uninterruptible energy. Therefore, this energy availability will compensate for the unre-
liability of single renewable-energy sources and reduce GHG emissions [72]. It is also
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noteworthy that such systems are mainly located very close to the place of demand, thus
lowering the possibility of damage to the transmission wire, and supporting also a prompt
access to repair and maintenance when needed. Moreover, the fact that GHG emission is
the main contributor to global warming is also concerning; thus, low, or zero, emissions
achieved from RES technologies is a promising solution, making of utmost importance the
priority for the utilization of those reliable renewable-energy generation systems as the best
solutions for research projects worldwide [72].

Given specific configurations of electrolyzers and kW power input, the performance of
electrolyzers can be subjected to computer tools that support their management by optimiz-
ing their efficiency. Since maximum capacity and an efficiency curve can be supported by
the electrolyzer, it is observable that at lower than 25% of nominal power, the system cannot
be working or in operation [32]. Generalizing, the higher hydrogen–electricity conversion
efficiency is feasible while replacing the internal combustion engine with a fuel cell, but
also leads to an equally costly system [72].

3.2.3. Hybrid HES-RES Aspects

Hence, hydrogen storage systems should incorporate more compact, more robust and
less-costly fuel cell systems, being installed before wind/hydrogen systems. Additionally,
multiple-energy-fed hybrid system solutions—such as wind, solar, and bioenergy—should
be selected according to the spatial RES characteristics of each location. Moreover, HES and
RES projects should be designed in alignment with “green” incentives, green certificates,
and CO2 tax-free policies. Other economics incentives are the fluctuation in oil and gas
prices, the capital monetization of green energy infrastructure and the energy supply
security. These factors justify the construction and motivate the development of a full-scale
demonstration system (such as the wind/hydrogen plant at Utsira). In this case, such types
of demonstrations can plausibly promote public awareness and acceptance, improving RES
cost competitiveness, and regulating the new energy-market barriers and the enablers of
new technological solutions (in general) and hydrogen technology (in particular) [72].

A typical integrated modular representation of widely used hydrogen-based hybrid
systems is depicted in Figure 6.
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The system integrates various elements, including renewable energy generation,
power storage, hydrogen production, and hydrogen transportation (Figure 5). The elec-
tricity generated by a wind turbine can be directly supplied to the power grid or stored
in batteries for future use, optimized by the control system. Another fraction of the elec-
tricity is utilized in an electrolyzer device, which separates water (H2O) into hydrogen gas
(H2) and oxygen gas (O2). The generated hydrogen gas is then compressed and stored
in hydrogen tanks for further transportation and utilization [74]. In this process, the
electrolyzer, compressor, and hydrogen tanks are essential components for hydrogen pro-
duction through water electrolysis. Hydrogen gas can be transported to various demand
points, being accessible to the hydrogen market through various methods, such as liquid
transportation, gas transportation, or pipeline transportation. Liquid transportation is
suitable for long-distance transport, while gas and pipeline transportation are commonly
used for short-distance distribution. In this context, the term “Electricity Flow” (Figure 6)
refers to the movement of electricity from the wind turbine through the control system
to the power grid, batteries, and electrolyzer. Similarly, the term “H2 Flow” (Figure 6)
represents the process of hydrogen gas being produced by the electrolyzer, compressed,
stored, and ultimately transported to the hydrogen market [74].

Based on the configuration of Figure 6, it can be seen that the PV operating voltage and
current determine the power output of the PV array and depend on the insolation on the PV
module, the ambient temperature, and the manufacture characteristics of the PV module.
Such a successful operation system for the wind turbine unit depends on several climatic
and technical factors, such as wind speed and the rated cut-out and cut-in speeds (in
m/s) for the wind turbine [26]. From a design perspective, the optimal design for off-grid
hybrid renewable systems based on solar and wind energy to continuously meet the load
necessitates a consideration of the LPSP (loss of power supply probability) and minimizing
of the TLCC (total life-cycle cost), subject to constraints. The optimization algorithm is
the most determining factor that can be efficiently used for this type of designed hybrid
energy system. In particular, at low LPSP values (0–5%), the combination of a hydrogen
and photovoltaic (PV) scheme with weather forecasting data leads to the most cost-effective
system, and at LPSP = 10% the combination of wind, PV and a hydrogen scheme is proven
to be the most cost-effective hybrid system [26].

In a similar optimization study of a stand-alone renewable H2-based microgrid, its
optimal sizing requires a reliable load demand to satisfy, by means of local renewable energy
supported by a hybrid battery/hydrogen storage unit, the minimization of the system costs.
A crucial factor is the price reduction, due to the installation and operation of a high number
of components. In similar studies, the development and application of a mixed-integer
linear programming technique (MILP) optimization framework to an off-grid village in
Italy was reported, which is a typical insular case study of the Mediterranean area [21]. To
model the seasonal storage, a year-long time horizon was considered necessary for off-grid
areas in order to achieve energy independence by relying on local RES. The degradation
costs of batteries and H2-based devices were included in the objective function of the
optimization problem, such as the annual cost of the system. Efficiency and investment-
cost curves were considered for the electrolyzer and fuel cell components, while the design
optimization was also performed while employing a general demand response program
(DRP) to assess the sizing effects on the whole performance. It is also noteworthy that
there is a reduction in the electricity generation cost, depending on the load amounts that
are allowed to participate in the DRP scheme. In this context, a decreased capacity of
the battery storage system is associated with the cost reduction in the system [21]. The
MILP optimization framework allowed the identification of a cheap system configuration
but, due to the larger number of decision variables, intensive computational resources are
required for the resolution of the MILP problem. In electricity tariffs, the reliance on local
renewables, coupled with batteries and hydrogen, was found to be economically more
competitive than the current diesel-based power system. Thus, a levelized cost of energy of
around 0.455 EUR/kWh can be computed using the MILP methodology for the renewable
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hydrogen-battery system. Such a hydrogen storage system is necessary in the optimal
hybrid renewable energy system (HRES) configuration, due to its cost-effective long-term
capability that can reduce the required battery capacity and lead to a better exploitation of
the local RES [21].

3.2.4. HES-RES and Safety Aspects

In HES, hydrogen is an intermediary or secondary form of energy or an energy carrier.
Hydrogen complements the primary energy sources, putting them into a convenient form
accessible to the desired locations and at times convenient for consumers. Hydrogen can be
stored underground in ex-mines, caverns and/or aquifers, which is of utmost importance
for large-scale storage cases. The main safety aspects of the HES operation refer to hydrogen
re-electrification. Indeed, hydrogen re-electrification refers to electricity generation from
hydrogen. Through combustion, hydrogen can be re-electrified. Some combustion engines
or turbines can run directly on hydrogen, similarly to internal combustion engines running
on gasoline. Nevertheless, comparing the efficiencies of hydrogen and gasoline combustion
engines, the former performed less efficiently than the latter, having a thermodynamic
efficiency of around 20–25%, since hydrogen has a relatively low volumetric energy density.
Moreover, while no CO2 is released, through hydrogen combustion NOx are emitted.
The fuel cell-fed engines can be proven advantageous for hydrogen, as fuel cells convert
the hydrogen chemical energy directly into electrical energy, achieving almost 60–80%
efficiency, having as a byproduct only water [58]. The wide commercial applicability of fuel
cells in various stationary and transportation applications can be stressed [58].

The exact procedure is the following: hydrogen transportation is occurs through
pipelines or super tankers, making it directly disposable to energy consumption centers.
Subsequently, specific applications regarding the electricity and transportation, and in-
dustrial, residential and commercial uses such as a fuel and/or an energy carrier, take
place. Regarding the water production, recycling of water and water vapor follows when
these effluents are disposed through rain, rivers, lakes and oceans, making up for the
water used in the first place to manufacture hydrogen [70]. Similarly, the industrial plant
produces oxygen that can be either released into the atmosphere, or shipped or piped to
industrial and city centers for use in fuel cells (instead of air) for electricity generation.
Rejuvenating the polluted rivers and lakes, or speeding up sewage treatment are similar
beneficial non-energy uses of the produced oxygen [70].

Regarding the safety aspects of hydrogen, these involve its toxicity on one hand and
its fire hazard properties on the other. In relation to this, regarding the toxicity of hydrogen
combustion products, the toxicity increases as the carbon-to-hydrogen ratio increases. For
instance, hydrogen and its main combustion product, water or water vapor, are not toxic,
but NOx, which can be produced through the flame combustion of hydrogen (also reported
in fossil fuel combustion) displays toxic effects [70]. In general, higher specific heat causes
a gaseous fuel to be safer, since it slows down the temperature increases for a given heat
input. Wider ignition limits, lower ignition energies, and lower ignition temperatures
make gaseous fuels less safe, as they increase the limits at which a fire could commence.
Higher flame temperature, higher explosion energy, and higher flame emissivity all make
gaseous fuels less safe as well, due to the damaging fire consequences [70]. Extra safety
concerns and provisions have to be prioritized in the design of in-site plants such as the
Utsira plant [75]. However, it is also noteworthy that a serious accident could occur in
such a high-profile demonstration project, which would be particularly detrimental to
the development of hydrogen as an energy carrier. Another critical issue, similar to the
Utsira plant, is that it is possible to contain explosive zones and advanced equipment
which regularly receive many unskilled visitors. Because of this, safety measures have to
be prioritized, in alignment with the proper training of operators and other personnel and
the provision of good working instructions for all parts of the system, together with clear
distribution and instructions of responsibility all over the site [75].
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3.2.5. HES-RES and Techno-Economic Aspects

As hydrogen can be further used in internal combustion engines that are designed
similarly to traditional combustion engines, it can be pointed out that both the mature
industry and the vast availability of production infrastructure regarding internal combus-
tion engines are making hydrogen internal combustion engines economically attractive.
Moreover, unlike fuel cell vehicles, these types of vehicles do not rely on materials that may
limit their large-scale production [63]. These engines support different characteristics, such
as traditional gasoline engines that utilize electronic control units for the proper pressure
management in the injection and in the hydrogen combustor. In addition, these engines
mainly emit nitrogen mixtures, and thus they are not emission free [63].

In economic terms, the increase in pressure in the hydrogen storage from 200 bar
to 450 bar, or even 700 bar, would increase the overall energy density of the hydrogen
storage, thus making it possible to store more wind energy on the same footprint. However,
high-pressure hydrogen storage systems are likely to be more costly than low-pressure
systems, both from an investment and an operational point of view. It is noteworthy that
investment cost increase is mainly linked to the installment of stronger storage tanks (thicker
steel walls and/or use of composite materials), while operational cost increase is mainly
linked to the increase in energy consumption for hydrogen compression [75]. It is also
likely that extra costs associated with the required safety system concur, being dependent
on the type of system installed. because of this, two basic techniques for high-pressure
hydrogen gas production are: (a) low-pressure electrolysis, with a long compression stage,
or (b) high-pressure electrolysis without compression [75].

While the majority of research studies have been focused on the HES-RES coordination,
it is noteworthy that there are also reported RES studies, other than those of solar- and
wind-energy infrastructure for hydrogen production. Among these studies, wastewater
was characterized as an issue of general concern for environmental sustainability, making
the development of a circular low-waste economy a necessity. In this context, lignocellulosic
biomass processing (mainly hydrolysis, pyrolysis, and hydrothermal liquefaction) can result
in secondary aqueous streams in which there are low quantities of carbon and biomass,
making the conventional valorization treatment complicated. In this respect, biodiesel
production leads to a glycerol excess on the market, which needs to be valorized [76].
In the relevant literature research, complex feedstock valorizations are considered with
respect to real waste streams or synthetic mixtures, demonstrating the outcomes derived
from laboratory-scale experiments. Subsequently, aqueous-phase reforming (APR) was a
mild-condition process able to convert oxygenated molecules into hydrogen. The catalytic
process of APR involves the conversion of water-dissolved oxygenates into a hydrogen-rich
gas for biocrude upgrading purposes. The full development and the scalability to industrial
level are the main challenges of this type of APR process [76].

In a similar study, hydrothermal liquefaction was proposed as a promising technology
for renewable advanced biofuel production [77]. The main constraints in its large-scale
applications are the significant carbon loss in the aqueous phase (AP) and the necessity of
biocrude upgrading. Therefore, a techno-economic feasibility analysis was followed, in
which different lignocellulosic feedstocks, corn stover (CS) and lignin-rich stream (LRS)
from cellulosic ethanol production were tested for the evaluation of hydrothermal liquefac-
tion (HTL) coupling with aqueous-phase reforming (APR). Following the carrying out of
the mass and energy balances, the equipment design and the capital and operating costs
calculation, it was shown that the biofuel minimum selling price (in the case of 0% internal
rate of return) was fixed at 1.23 (in the case of LRS) and 1.27 EUR/kg (in the case of CS),
respectively [77]. Moreover, the fixed capital investment was devoted to heat exchangers,
while electricity and feedstock sustained the highest share of the operating costs. It can be
also be pointed out that, in the case of CS, a production of 107% of the required hydrogen
was reported for biocrude upgrading, making the APR process particularly profitable. In
this context, APR reduced the hydrogen production cost significantly (1.5 EUR/kg), making
it a cost-effective and competitive technology compared with conventional electrolysis [77].
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3.2.6. HES-RES and Environmental Aspects

As already mentioned above, hydrogen utilization involves oxidation, and the only
direct major product from the hydrogen oxidation is water. Small quantities of nitrogen
oxides are released when hydrogen is combusted in air, but these effluents can be controlled
with careful engine design [63]. The environmental impacts from other phases in the life
cycle of a hydrogen system are similar to those for other energy technologies, and may be
small or large, depending on the source of the hydrogen [63]. Regarding the environmental
concerns and considerations, an HES is prone to cause direct and indirect environmental
(especially atmospheric) impacts, at three steps: production, transportation-storage and
utilization. At the production step: the leaking of hydrogen and carbon dioxide release
in the case of production from fossil fuels; at the transport–storage steps: the leaking of
hydrogen; and at the utilization step: the release of water and the leaking of hydrogen.
On the basis of experience with technologies associated with the transportation of natural
gas and other volatiles, it seems likely that systems of hydrogen production, storage, and
transport will involve losses to the atmosphere. Although the average leak rate to be
expected in a full-scale hydrogen-driven economy is very uncertain, regarding the relevant
literature estimates, around 10% of all hydrogen manufactured is ready to leak into the
atmosphere during these steps [64]. Losses during the current commercial transport of
hydrogen are substantially greater than this, suggesting a range of 10–20% losses should be
expected. If so, and if all current technologies based on oil or gasoline combustion could
be replaced by hydrogen fuel cells, then anthropocentric emissions of hydrogen would
be in the order of 60–120 Tg/year, or roughly four to eight times the estimates of current
anthropocentric hydrogen emissions (15 ± 10 Tg/year) [64].

At this point, it can be seen that human activity can result in approximate duplication
or triplication of the scheduled annual production of hydrogen from all sources combined.
In the case of replacing all fossil-fuel energy generation with hydrogen fuel cells, then an
amount of approximately 60 million tons annually of human-made hydrogen would leak
into the atmosphere: this is roughly four times the current amount. Subsequently, such
hydrogen leaks might increase water vapor and cool the stratosphere, through retarding
the ozone-layer recovery. This excessive release of hydrogen into the atmosphere is also
worsening, due to natural sources of hydrogen [64]. Furthermore, hydrogen participates
in stratospheric chemical cycles of water and various GHGs, where this substantial in-
crease in its concentration can cause irreversible changes in the stratosphere regarding
the imbalance of equilibrium in the concentration of its constituent components. High
amounts of hydrogen emissions are also unavoidable from a global fleet of fuel cell vehicles,
further impacting on local or regional distribution of water vapor. Water vapor increase
can also affect local, regional, and global climatic conditions, mainly due to an increase in
relative humidity among areas of widely applied fuel cell technologies, compared to the
operation of internal combustion engines. Such an increase in relative humidity can cause
shifts in temperature patterns, causing an imbalance in the living conditions of people
and ecosystems. On the other hand, hydrogen fuel cells are characterized as a “clean”
technology of only water vapor exhaust, GHGs and ozone precursors associated with
hydrogen production [64].

3.2.7. Miscellaneous Aspects

Other critical design aspects of hydrogen utility in combined sources of energy gener-
ation are the following [33]:

– The selection of the number of fuel cell stacks should consider the price increase of
additional fuel cells with the decrease in the price of the smaller storage tank.

– An analysis of the solar–hydrogen hybrid system should consider the effect of the
solar irradiance and the ambient air temperature, which are key determinants for
calculating the power from the solar panel array. Those reliable and uninterrupted
systems of energy are depended on the number of solar panels used in the system.
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The number of solar panels used in the system affects the electrolyzer size as well as
the storage tank volume.

– The efficiency of the hybrid system is dependent on the nominal electrolyzer power.
Proper sizing of the electrolyzer can reduce the non-utilizable energy and therefore
increase efficiency. The nominal power of the electrolyzer also determines the number
of solar panels and the storage tank volume.

– Modular designers cannot ignore the fact that simulations have to consider short time
intervals for constructing the properly sized components in the system; otherwise,
there will be inevitable interruptions in the power from time to time with undersized
hybrid system components.

Other researchers proposed the following design, aspects of hydrogen utility in com-
bined sources of energy generation [70]:

– Liquid and gaseous hydrogen are valued as the best transportation fuels when com-
pared to liquid fuels such as gasoline, jet fuel and alcohols.

– Hydrogen is a versatile fuel that can be converted to useful thermal-, mechanical- and
electrical-energy forms for end-users through a variety of processes, whereas fossil
fuels can only be converted through one process, i.e., flame combustion.

– In quantitative terms, hydrogen is 39% more efficient than fossil fuels. Moreover,
hydrogen is an energy-conserving fuel that can save primary energy resources.

– In safety terms, hydrogen is safe for use, avoiding fire hazard and toxicity cases.

Moreover, the design aspects cannot ignore the selection of the site for the HES
installation. Indeed, an appropriate location has to support the following features: good-to-
excellent wind conditions, small but representative load, back-up systems in place, not too
remote, a supporting community, and access to service personnel. In general, all equipment
should be kept as simple and robust as possible, and redundancy should be considered.
Due to the uncertainty in precisely forecasting wind power production and customer power
demand, a slightly oversized installation should also be considered. However, there is a
tradeoff to be made between plant availability and overall system cost [75].

In general, in urban contexts, HES problems are mainly environmentally-centered.
Indeed, in this context the main problems are those of high air-pollution levels in many
urban cities and sustainability of the transportation fuels; thus, the need to address control
measures using HES has been proposed [78]. The majority of the global transportation
vehicle fleets consume the fuels derived from fossil resources. The development of eco-
nomic activities indicated the increase in transportation services resulting in increased fuel
consumption and high emissions, especially the unregulated emission of GHG-induced
carbon dioxide. Therefore, the utilization of hydrogen as fuel in vehicle fleets can improve
energy security and reduce GHG emission. The feasibility of a hydrogen energy system,
which includes its resources, production technologies, storage, fuel transportation, dis-
pensing and utilization, was analyzed for the road transportation sector [78]. Moreover,
the methodology of this study focused on the use of hydrogen as a clean and green fuel
for road transportation systems, also meeting the criteria of high energy efficiency and
zero-carbon-based emissions (CO, CO2, HC, PM). Subsequently, many countries employed
ambitious policies for the development of HES and, with the aid of research organiza-
tions, universities and companies, a wider commercialization of hydrogen-fueled vehicles
such as internal combustion engines, or fuel cell-based, or hybrid technology should be a
reality [78].

Another noteworthy approach of RES and HES is the “Hydrogen Office building (HO)”
which presented a wind-hydrogen energy system, located in Fife, in Scotland, prepared
to demonstrate the role of hydrogen in reducing the impact of wind intermittency in a
grid-tied microgrid. The main components of this system were a wind turbine, alkaline
electrolyzer, hydrogen storage and a PEM fuel cell. The building demand was met by
the wind turbine, while the fuel cell provided back-up power to the ground floor when
wind power was unable to meet the demand. Accurate modelling of wind–hydrogen
systems allowed for an effective implementation and operation. However, past research
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lacks global methodologies for a whole-system scope simulation. Moreover, experimental
validation is imperfect, since in most of these models no guidelines are given for parameter
estimation, which is essential for repeatability and reproduction [79]. For achieving this, a
comprehensive modelling, simulation and performance methodology was employed on
wind–hydrogen systems, containing experimental validation and guidelines for parameter
estimation. The conducted quantitative analysis also showed how this methodology can
contribute to improve the design and performance of such a system in an accurate, reliable,
and easily adaptable manner. At its modelling scale, a precise prediction of the HO dynamic
behavior was shown, with an error of less than 2% on average. Other modelling parameters
for evaluating the HO system were those of average energy production, stand-alone
operation and round-trip efficiency [79].

In a similar study, researchers employed a set of updated HES modeling tools (HYDRO-
GEMS) for the operation evaluation of the Utsira plant: an autonomous wind/hydrogen
energy demonstration system that was located at the island of Utsira in Norway and in-
stalled in July 2004. After successive designing and testing optimizations for increasing the
wind/hydrogen energy system efficiency, it was observed that specific recommendations
and improvements for a full (100%) autonomy can be achieved, following the simulated
operation for a specific year, as well as the evaluation performance of several alternative
system designs [75].

3.3. Limitations, Challenges and Future Research Prospects of HES-RES Synergies

The shift to a carbon-neutral society requires a substantial transformation of the
present global electricity generation and consumption, together with the adoption of other
technologies than those of fossil-based technologies for electric power. In response to this
need, hydrogen should play a determining role in the scaling-up of a clean, plausible and
environmentally friendly RES. The main critique is that its integration into existing power
systems remains sparsely studied, while the majority of the existing literature production
overlooks potential hydrogen technologies and their application in power systems for
hydrogen production, re-electrification and storage [58]. Therefore, in an era where most
of the world’s energy sources become non-fossil based, hydrogen and electricity can be
proven to be two dominant energy carriers for the provision of end-use services. In this
context, hydrogen can play a globally decisive role as a future energy carrier regarding
energy systems, especially since existing fossil-fuel supplies are becoming scarcer and
environmental concerns are increasing. It is also realistic for hydrogen to become an
increasingly important chemical-energy carrier and eventually a principal chemical-energy
carrier through upgrading the infrastructure needed to support the development of a
hydrogen economy [63].

In this type of economy, termed a “hydrogen economy”, the two complementary
energy carriers, hydrogen and electricity, are coordinated to satisfy most of the requirements
of energy consumers. With this prospect, a transition era will bridge the gap between the
current fossil-fuel economy and a hydrogen economy, where non-fossil-derived hydrogen
can be exploited to extend the lifetime of the global deposits of fossil fuels [63]. In this
respect, besides the technological issues of hydrogen as an energy carrier and hydrogen
energy systems, the economic–financial dimension has also to be considered in the light
of the potential social and political implications of hydrogen energy to be confronted,
especially regarding when and where hydrogen is likely to become important player of
energy management strategies [63].

Subsequently, hydrogen technologies must be developed to the stage where they can
be proven to be economically and commercially viable. This technological and managerial
target includes overcoming all existing safety problems regarding the HES infrastructure,
probably in a gradual manner. As mentioned before, numerous social and political impli-
cations of shifting to a hydrogen era have to be confronted by governments, universities
and private industries, and some of them are the following: healthy levels of employment,
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a reasonably successful rate of economic growth, reasonable stability in prices, a viable
balance of payments and an equitable distribution of rising incomes [63].

Financial gains, environmental concerns, safety and knowledge about the new tech-
nology seem to be all hot-spot issues in the HES-RES synergies prospected. Moreover,
public perceptions of these HES-RES synergies are attributed to the willingness to pay
(WtP) in order to participate in projects that foster the use of fuel cell vehicles, despite
their current limitations (i.e., reduced range and limited refueling possibilities). Such a
WtP reflects the users’ expectation of personal financial gains (i.e., reduced running costs),
and thus, a financially attractive package is always an essential to be offered to energy
end-users and consumers for a feasible and realistic hydrogen promotion among local
societies [63]. For other significant stakeholders and those interested in HES, which are
the manufacturing industries, it seems that regulations have to be issued for rigorous tests
in order to ensure safety and environmental consciousness, to attract public awareness of
such technologies, and for the control of air pollution through promoting the wider use
of these technologies in the future [63]. Indeed, it has been reported that environmental
considerations are found to affect users’ WtP for hydrogen technologies, while there are
other users—being acquainted with a better knowledge of the technology—who emphasize
more the difficulties of a hydrogen future [63].

Regarding the challenges and the prospects of HES-RES synergies, a challenge of
utmost importance is the use of wastewater. Indeed, while there are several approaches to
wastewater treatment for improving the water-energy nexus with the hydrogen fuel pro-
duction option, these approaches are limited and confined to the small, pilot, experimental-
modeling simulation scale, while there are no fully developed studies on large-scale and
in-field applications. Among such small-scale studies, it was argued that the use of fresh
water for green-hydrogen fuel production through water electrolysis can exacerbate the
challenges of water scarcity [80]. In this context, the utility of non-potable water can ef-
fectively design the whole process in a highly secure, reliable and sustainable manner.
Therefore, an integration of a solid oxide electrolyzer (SOE) with a water-treatment and
recovery process can represent the conceptualization and the techno-economic evaluation
of an innovative process of hydrogen energy production. Accordingly, purified wastewater
and the waste heat of flue gases from the power plants have been utilized as feedstocks for
the electrolysis process. The required thermal energy of the electrolyzer can be supplied
under the following two scenarios: first, by the utilization of a preheater based on fossil
energies, and second, where the required thermal energy is supplied through a parabolic
trough collector (PTC)-based solar farm [80]. The results showed that the integration of
fossil fuel-driven power plants with evolving green technologies is plausible for managing
the GHG emission crisis and for further reducing the limitations of fossil energies. In
parallel, the overall conversion efficiency for the proposed hydrogen production process
was calculated as 53.26%. Overall, the proposed system is a competitive and reliable way to
support substantial water consumption savings, while further net potential energy savings
and carbon emission abatement were also realistic [80].

Regarding the aforementioned term of the “integration” endeavors of energy and en-
vironmental impact, it cannot be ignored that energy policy makers and strategic designers
also envisage and consider a wider spectrum of optimization features, such as household
appliances in the building sector [81–83], the agricultural sector [84], and the business or
entrepreneurship sectors [85].

4. Conclusions

During the last three decades of analysis, fossil fuels (mainly petroleum, natural gas
and coal) have satisfied the world’s energy demand against an unprecedented accelerating
pace of stock depletion. Moreover, their combustion products are criticized for global
environmental problems such as the GHG effect, ozone layer depletion, acid rain and
pollution, threatening the natural environment and causing an imbalance in the natural
climate cycles of our planet [86,87]. There is an ongoing debate among engineers, scientists,
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and governors globally, who agree that the solution to these global problems would be
the replacement of, or at least a supplementary role for, HES in the existing fossil fuel
systems, since hydrogen is produced from renewable energy (e.g., solar) sources, ensuring
a stable and permanent operation [70]. Besides the environmental benefits of HES, the two
most prevalent RES for the post-fossil fuel era are those of the solar-HES and the synthetic
fossil fuel system. Considering the production costs, the environmental damage and the
utilization efficiencies, the solar-HES is the best energy system for ascertaining a sustainable
future, being able to replace the fossil fuel system before the end of the 21st century. In this
post-petroleum era, the synthetic fossil fuel system is also a promising technology, in which
synthetic gasoline and synthetic natural gas can be produced using abundant deposits
of coal to ensure the continuation of the existing fossil fuel system [70]. An integrated
perception of HES design can consider environmentally friendly modulation like the install-
ment of a solar–hydrogen system for vapor generation. Other design specifications should
take into consideration the production, storage, transportation, distribution, utilization,
environmental impact and economies-of-scale prospects [70]. Regarding the external costs,
which are more common and intensive for fossil fuel utilities, they include the costs of
the physical damage done to humans, fauna, flora and the environment due to harmful
emissions, oil spills and leaks, and coal strip mining, as well as governmental expenditures
for pollution abatement and expenditures for military protection of oil supplies [70].

The research focus of this review was the collection and the classification of the existing
studies that jointly address the fields of Hydrogen Energy Systems (HES) and Renewable
Energy Sources (RES). The bibliometric analysis of this literature production considered five
fields of classification-clusters, revealing firstly the most-reported and the least-reported
research areas of interest, secondly the evolution of problem solving approaches, which
are primarily experimental, small-scale modelling and simulation studies, followed by
problem-solving and large-scale in-field case studies. These large-scale endeavors have
been directed toward handling problems of high air-pollution levels in many urban cities,
and the sustainability of the transportation fuels could be optimally addressed. The
technological dimension of HES and RES convergence and synergies entails the promotion
of hybrid systems that ensure stability, storage capacities, operational safety and energy
efficiency increase. On the social and the political side, theoretical approaches or legislative
measures or policies can be proven to be more flexible and reliable if HES and RES bridge
theoretical office designs with practical real world/in-field situations of applicability. On
the RES side of utility in HES, the most densely reported studies have been concentrated
on the successful collaboration of wind energy (turbines), solar energy (photovoltaics, PVs)
and HES. However, the locality characteristics are also the primary precondition of such
HES-RES synergy; therefore, among other RES control measures, using HES involves the
utility of biomass sources, even at pilot scales of applicability.

In conclusion, we can stress the important economic and environmental consequences
that follow the transition of a sustainable hydrogen economy, as a part of a wider energy-
solving strategic problem. For this to be achieved, it is important to follow a logical sequence
of actions: (a) the design of an optimal hydrogen supply system, (b) the evaluation of its
environmental impacts, and (c) an understanding of the effects of various factors that aid
the selection and the installation of an optimal hydrogen supply system through a scenario
plan and sensitivity analysis. A research limitation of this approach is the inability to
directly foresee the actual magnitude of hydrogen emissions associated with a hydrogen
fuel cell economy, particularly since today budgets for hydrogen are not fully or well
known, while there are also technical constraints, and the future fuel cell industry can
be only forecasted. In this case, the evolution and the shift from a fossil-fuel combustion
energy planning to the prevalence of hydrogen fuel cells can actually result in unpleasant
anthropocentric hydrogen emissions, because fossil fuel combustion is a source of hydrogen
itself. On the other hand, researchers are deemed to take into account the climatic effects
of HES in the near-future energy plans, especially those based on electrolysis from water,
where the simultaneous reduction of fossil-fuel emissions must be also considered [64].
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